Č ULENOVA PROJECT
The Čulenova urban development area, a former industrial site with
spatial links to the larger city centre, is situated east of the inner city.
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An international architectural competition was to produce urbanspatial concepts and top-class architecture for the area by providing
for a mix of offices, dwellings, retail shops and cultural facilities. A
decommissioned power station under monument protection was to be
converted into the cultural core of this new city centre of Bratislava.

The project aims to extend the existing city centre into this former
industrial zone.
A much-discussed design for part of the area was submitted by architect Zaha Hadid and voted the winner of the international competition.
Her solution provides for the conversion of the decommissioned power
station into an art gallery.

Čulenova, decommissioned power station, visualisation of interior, design: Zaha Hadid
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Čulenova, decommissioned power station, visualisation, design: Zaha Hadid

www.stadtentwicklung.wien.at
www.facebook.com/Planungswerkstatt
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Bratislava
OUTLINE OF CITY DEVELOPMENT OVER TIME

EUROVEA PROJECT

The city of Bratislava covers a territory of approx. 368 square kilometres and is situated in the southwestern part of Slovakia, at the foot of
the Little Carpathians and on the Danube, which flows through Bratislava from west to south. Bratislava has around 426,000 inhabitants.

Originally, Bratislava was connected to the Danube via a promenade
on the right bank and parks on the left bank of the river. Over the
20th century, however, the city was progressively cut off from the
Danube due to river training, the construction of the satellite town
Petržalka and the construction of the “New Bridge”. The river promenades were curtailed; a new flood protection wall moreover blocked
the view of the river.

EUROVEA was conceived as a modern shopping, office, residential
and leisure centre. Its core is formed by a spacious square with the
new building of the Slovak National Theatre. It is adjoined by a new
promenade along the bank of the Danube, complemented by a new,
two-hectare riverside park with a panoramic bridge jutting out across
the water. The project was completed in 2010.
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In recent years, efforts were increasingly undertaken to improve this
part of the city. This resulted in the development of the EUROVEA
project on an area occupied by the old river port, an urban wasteland

adjoining the historic centre, with the aim of bringing the city once
more close to the river and making the Danube come alive for the
population.
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After the First World War, Bratislava was characterised by a major
inflow of newcomers, and large-scale factory quarters and upscale
residential areas came into being. This development continued after
the Second World War. Numerous villages were incorporated, and
an architectural and economic modernisation push was initiated.
The centre of Bratislava, the old city (Staré Mesto), comprises the small In many areas, historically grown structures and buildings were lost
historic city core and the organically grown adjoining quarters, which and frequently replaced by extensive prefab housing estates.
formed the surrounding suburbs in the Middle Ages.
As a result of the political and economic changes after the indepenThe demolition of all fortifications in the 18th century was followed
dence of Slovakia in 1993, urban development was increasingly taken
by urban expansion and the redesign of the city in the Baroque style.
over by private investors. In recent years, efforts to resume active
control of urban development were again intensified, leading to the
In the 19th century, the industrial revolution gradually endowed the
creation of the position of Chief City Architect and the preparation of
city with a new face. Regular steamship service on the Danube was
a new urban development plan.
taken up in 1818; in 1848, the city was connected to the railway network and thus to Vienna.

Old Port urban development area on right bank of the Danube
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Bratislava in the 1960s

Bratislava, city development over time

CURRENT CHALLENGES AND OBJECTIVES OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT
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One of the key issues of urban development in Bratislava lies in the
redevelopment of brownfield sites adjoining the old city centre. After
1989, these areas and buildings were mostly sold to private investors,
causing the city to lose valuable development zones close to the inner
city. It is thus a current task of urban design to recover control over
large-scale urban development projects. This necessitates co-operation
between the municipal administration, architects and investors as well
as intensified involvement of the general public.
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EUROVEA, Danube riverside promenade

Another key concern of future urban development lies in improving
the spatial and functional qualities of the city. This can only be done
by enhancing the attractiveness of inner-city open spaces and resolv
ing the traffic problem through investments, e.g. in public transport.
In conjunction with the thermal rehabilitation of residential buildings,
this is to result in improved environmental conditions, especially of
air quality.

Interior of Design Factory, a former
construction-industry production hall
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Design Factory, a former construction-industry
production hall

EUROVEA, warehouse conversion

